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whose votes had helped to swell Hitler's poll and the rest of
whom were to stampede into National Socialism the moment it
seemed to have secured a position that was likely to be permanent.
What the mass of the people now wanted was only the certainty
that there would be a government which would be permanent
and would govern^ and they were prepared to support anyone
who was capable of providing it.
Having outlined the situation as he saw it he outlined his method
of dealing with it. Let him meet the Reichstag and give the
national representatives a chance to keep the government in power,
If, however, they defeated the cabinet then he would require a
mandate to dissolve the Reichstag and to the decreeing of a state
of emergency which would imply a temporary presidential dic-
tatorship with himself as executive. He did not believe that it
would be more than very temporary. The feelers he had put out
had been favourably received in many places; it was not necessary
to assume as inevitable that the opposition to himself was so
united as to make defeat of the cabinet certain on the first
division; the decree of emergency might never be needed; his
confidence in his own powers as a negotiator was still unshaken.
His policy was neither illogical nor inappropriate; it was indeed
the obvious policy. A return to the old parliamentary coalition
type of government was impossible for no one except Papcn could
ever have dreamed of the coalition that that wily conspirator was
preparing; a fresh election would not alter the situation at all
for the days when a great new party—even a true presidential
party—was possible were past; after twelve months of a revolu-
tionary situation had been allowed to pass without either of the
extremist parties making the slightest attempt to stage the coup
d'dtat that was the logical aim of their avowed policy, it was
reasonable to suppose that cowardice or stupidity or a combination
of both would continue to render them innocuous., and besides,
at no time did those responsible for the maintenance of law or
order ever for a moment really doubt their ability to scatter
into bloody fragments either a Communist or a Hitlerite rising,
Schleicher differed from them only in thinking that the time
for shrinking to open fire on a "national" rising had passed. Any

